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Introduction:
The purpose of this research is to seek out
weaknesses in IoT security to the infiltrate
the device with Ransomeware. Then, infect
the cloud services that are used by the
devices to communicate. IoT devices are
devices with small computers that connect
to the internet. Ransomeware is a type of
malware that bricks the device and charges
the user money to retrieve the device or
the data.

Hypothesis:

Authentication and Communication
mechanisms of Cloud Storage from IOT
devices are vulnerable to Ransomware

Methods:

• Devices that are connected and
communicate over WiFi
• Set up devices to connect to the google
nest mini
• Find IP addresses for all devices
• Set up a man in the middle attack with
wireshark
• Decrypt the packets
• Search decrypted packets for important
information

Device Name

Device
Type

App Name

Connection
Method

Google Nest Mini

Smart Speaker

Google Home App

WiFi

Philips Hue bulb

Bulb

Google Home App

Zigbee

Feit bulb

Bulb

Feit Electric App

WiFi

Sylvania Bulb

Bulb

Sylvania App

WiFi

GE Bulb

Bulb

Google Home App

Zigbee

Merkury Bulb

Bulb

Geeni App

WiFi

Merkury Smart Wi-Fi camera

Camera

Geeni App

WiFi

Kasa Smart Plug

Plug

Kasa App

WiFi

Kasa Spot smart camera

Camera

Kasa App

WiFi

Conclusion:
In conclusion the hypothesis of authentication and
communication mechanisms of cloud Storage from
IOT devices are vulnerable to ransomware was
unable to be confirmed within this paper. This
paper talked about the various types of IoT devices
and the analyzed the ones that were the most
efficient for the scope of this paper. The security of
these devices was scrutinized in various ways and
the outcomes were unsuccessful in infiltrating
these devices.

Future Work:
Future research could include how to infiltrate
Zigbee devices. Comparing the security of Zigbee
devices versus Wi-Fi enabled devices. Some
devices require a hub to convert Zigbee to Wi-Fi,
research could be done on the security of the hub.
There are many tools the penetration testers as
well as malicious actors use to access sensitive
information. Future Research could be done on the
various tool and access the ones that are most
effective. There are also many other ways of
infiltrating a device. An API could be used to send
malicious information to the device or cloud.

